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Fracture Coatings in Topopah Spring Tuff along Drill Hole Wash

Barbara A. Carlos, Steve J. Chipera and David L. Bish, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Introduction
Fracture-lining minerals are being studied as part of site characterization to determine the
suitability of Yucca Mountain, r~evada as a potential high level nuclear waste repository. Fracture
coatings in the Ptitbrush Group prnvide information on potential flow paths above the water table
both toward and away from the potential repxito~ and provide information on the distribution of
fracture-lining minerals needed to model thermal effectsof waste emplacement. Fracture coatings
within the predominantly non-zeolitic Paintbrush Group vary both with depth and lattxally across
Yucca Mountain, whereas fracture coatings in tuffs below the Paintbrush Group are related to the
mineralogy of the tuffs and follow a consistent pattsm of distribution with predominantly quartz,
calcite, and manganese oxides in the devitrified irttervafsand mordenite and cfinoptilolite in the
zeolitic %tenmls (1). The zd.ites stellerite and heulandite are more abundant in fractures in the
Topopah Spring Tuff in drill ho!es USW G- 1 and UE-25 a#l, located along Drill Hole Wash (at
the northern end of Yucca Mountain, Figure 1), than in core from other parts of Yucca Mountain.
Buesch et al, (2) present evidence for a complex fault sys!em along Drill Hole Wash. To
investigate the possibility that the abundant fracture-lining zeolites in USW G-1 and UE-25 a#l
are related to the Drill Hole Wash faul~ the Topopah Spring Tuff was examined in drill cores from
USW UZ-14, USW G-1, USW NRG-7fla, and UE-25 a# 1.

Methods
Fracture coatings were examined at up to 50x magnification and representative samples were
scra~ for X-ray diffraction analysis, which was performed with an automated Sienms D-500
powder diffractometer and Cu Ka radiation. Fragments from selected fractures were examinea
using n 1S1scanning electron microscope with EDX capabilities and a Tracer Not-them ADEM
SEM.

Results
Fracture-coatings in USW UZ- 14 and USW G-1 are very similar (Figure 2). Prismatic zeolites
(heulandite ancVcrstellerite) are abundant throughout most of the devitri.fiecfTopopah Spring Tuff.
Heulandite occurs higher in the drill holes than stel!erite and occuns sporadically with sfellerite over
the rest of the devittified internal. CaJcite coats one or two fractures within any 30 m interval of
devitrified Topopah Spring Tuff. Drill hole UE-25 a#l fractures contain widespread calcite, and
prismatic zcolites coat fractures in the lower 90 m of the devitrified Topopah Spring Tuff, although
stellerite was not identifkd in XRD analyses. USW NRG-7~t4 unlike the other drill holes,
contains almost no calcite in fractures, and heulandite is limited to rhe 25 m immediately above the
vitrophyre. No stellente was identified in this core.

Discussion
Although prismatic zeolites are most abundant in USW G- I and USW UZ-14, the proposed trace
of the Drill Hole Wash fault (2) turns north out of Drill Hole Wash and dots not pass close to these
drill holes. UE-25 a#l, which is near the trace of the fault, contains abundant heulanditc in the
lower part of the Topopah Spring Tuff, but USW NRG-7fld, which is also near the proposed
fault, contains the least calcite of any drill core examined to date, no stellerite and very little
heuhtndite, USW NRG-7~a is also located near m extension of the Ghost Dance Fault and



intersects much shattered and broken rock, which intuitively shou;d have provided tmnspott
pathways and allowed deposition of calcite and zeolites, but which does not contain these m,nerals,
Either this shattert d rock did not provide transpmt pathways, or flow through these fractures was
so unim~~ that fluid drained quickly and minerals did not precipitate.

Conclusions
The abundant stellerite in USW G- I and USW UZ- 14 was not caused by proximity ro Drill Hole
Wash or any related structure. The presence of shattered and/or broken reck, presumably related
to faulting, does not necessarily correlate with deposition of calcite or zmlites, This lack of
correlation may indicate that these shattered zones were not transpotl pathways, or alternatively,
that fluid transport was so rapid that no minerals were deposited. Additional studies are required
to detetine Ae factors controlling calcite and zeolite deposition in fractures in the Topopah
Spring Tuff.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Map of the northern part of Yucca Mountain, Nevada indicating location of core holes,
outline of the proposed repository block, and major faults, including the proposed Drill Hole Wash
fwlt. Modified from Buesch et al,, (2).

Figure 2. Generalized stratigraphy and distribution of heulandite, stelletite and calcite for the drill
holes included in this study. Prismatic zeolites may be heulandite red/or stellerite, and cmnot be
distinguished at 50x magnification, YM = Yucca Mountain Tuff, vvv = upper vitric interval of the
Topopah Spring Tuff, CH = Calico Hills Formation.
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